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AGENDA

I. Information Items

1. Introduction of Leonard Bright, Jr. (Assistant Dean, Graduate Education, Bush School) – Jim Kracht

2. Introduction of Chris Houser (Associate Dean, Undergraduate and Faculty Affairs, Geoscience) – Jim Kracht

II. Discussion Items

1. Proposal to automate selected old/new core curriculum substitutions – Jim Kracht

   The Undergraduate Studies Office proposes to allow a 3 year concurrent use of old core attributes and new core attributes in programs. New core courses will not carry the old attributes and vice versa rather individual programs will be updated by the Office of the Registrar accordingly. As a reminder, attributes are term specific and how course attributes are applied in CAPP are dependent upon when the student took the course and what attributes were attached to the course in the term the course was taken. There are limitations in CAPP for some programs so the use of the Curricular Exception form in the Undergraduate Adjustment System will still need to be utilized in many cases. At the end of the 3 year term ALL old core attributes will be removed from all courses and programs.

   The areas this proposal will impact most:

   History
   Political Science
   Math
   Science

   Areas that will be updated but may still need to be reviewed and may require exceptions:

   Language, Philosophy, and Culture
   Creative Arts
   Communication
   Social and Behavioral Science
   ICD